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What is inbreeding?

� The likelihood that an animal inherits 

the same gene from each parent because 

the parents have ancestors in common

� Inbreeding = mating of individuals that 

are related by ancestry
•may carry alleles that are identical by descent 

(IBD) (vs. by state)

•greater chance that progeny will by 

homozygous
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� The higher the inbreeding, the 
more likely deleterious recessives 
will be expressed

� Inbreeding depression = the 
resulting reduction in performance

Important terms

� Inbreeding coefficient 

= probability individual’s pair of alleles at a 

locus are IBD

= coefficient of coancestry of parents
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Important terms

� Coefficient of coancestry x,y

= probability that a random allele from x (at a 

given locus) is IBD to a random allele of y

� Additive genetic relationship x,y

= 2 times coefficient of coancestry x,y

Effects of inbreeding

� increased homozygosity

� Increased incidence of recessive disorders

� Inbreeding depression => reduced 
phenotypic performance

� Loss of genetic variance => reduction in 
rates of genetic improvement

Inbreeding depression per 
1% inbreeding

Milk -65.3 lb DPR -0.078 %

Fat -2.37 lb SCS +0.003 score

Protein -2.14 lb PL -0.2 mo

Genotypic frequencies and mean performance 
for a single gene with 2 alleles 

p=freq(A1) , q=freq(A2)
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Impact of inbreeding on genetic variance

Infinitesimal genetic model

No inbreeding:

With inbreeding: Mendelian sampling variance:

PREDICTION OF RATES OF INBREEDING

Inbreeding in closed population

� Rate of inbreeding in unselected 
population is affected by:

−Nr. of males & females for breeding

• population size

• selection intensity

−Variance of family size

• family size = nr. progeny that become breeding parents

• unequal use of parents (and their progeny)

N = Total population size (½N males, ½N females)

Vkm = Var(nr. progeny per male), Vkf = Var(nr. progeny per female)
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• Vkm and Vkf affected by unequal use of 
individuals for breeding:
- Selection

- differential use of selected individuals

• Mean family size=2
- (each parent => 2 progeny to maintain population size)

• Idealized population: 

- distribution of family size = Binomial ≈ Poisson

−Selection increases inbreeding through:

• Probability of co-selection of relatives

• correlation of selection criterion between relatives

• Inheritance of selective advantage

• progeny of good parents are more likely to be selected 

themselves, as are their descendants

Methods to predict rates of inbreeding in 
selected populations  

� account for differential contributions of ancestors to 

future generations through differential numbers of 
progeny (as breeding parents)

� do not account for additional differences in an 
ancestral contributions through differential numbers of 
grand progeny (as breeding parents)

Theory of long-term genetic contributions

� More information:

•Wray and Thompson 1990. Genet. Res. 55:41

•Woolliams et al. 1999 Genetics 153:1009

•Woolliams and Bijma 2000 Genetics 154:1851

• Bijma and Woolliams 2000 Genetics 156:361

• Bijma et al. 2000 Genetics 156:361
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Theory of long-term genetic contributions

� r i,t1( j,t2 ) = Genetic contribution of ancestor i born at 

generation t1 to an individual j born at generation t2

(t2>t1)

= the proportion of genes of j that are 

expected to deriveby descent from ancestor i

Note: Full-sibs share ½ of their genes but make no genetic 

contribution to each other

Theory of long-term genetic contributions

� r i,t1(t2) = Mean genetic contribution of ancestor i born 

at generation t1 to generation t2

= the average proportion of genes among 

individuals in generation t2 that are expected 

to derive by descent from ancestor i

r i,t1 (t2) :  differ between ancestors due to differences in 

use as parents and differences in selective advantage

as t2- t1 increases, contributions from a given ancestor 

stabilize and become similar across individuals from 

generation t2

t2- t1 � infinity, genetic contributions from a given 

ancestor are the same for all individuals in time 

t2 = long-term genetic contribution of ancestor i = ri
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Pedigree to illustrate genetic contributions in generations (4 m, 4 f)

Base contains 8 individuals (1-4 males  &  5-8 females)

long-term genetic contribution theory

� Asymptotic response to selection = 

sum of true breeding values 

weighted by long-term genetic 

contributions

"G = Σrigi – Σ(1/N) gi = long-term impact of a 

single round of selection

- depends on both selection in the initial generation and 

dissemination of genes from the selected parents in 

subsequent generations

long-term genetic contribution theory

Rates of inbreeding 

•related to variation in long-term contributions 

between ancestors

Asymptotic FF = 

¼ * sum of squares of long-term contributions
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Example:

� 20 selected parents per generation 

• ignoring that there are two sexes

� Quantify contribution of  20 parents each generation

• By analyzing the pedigree

� The contribution will sum to 1

• genetic contributions always sum to 1 per generation

Consider two extreme cases:

1) contribution of each individual is the same, r = 0.05 for all 

individuals

2) contributions differ extremely between individuals

variance in the contributions of 

ancestors causes higher inbreeding

Example:

� If 2m & 2f ancestors in a generation with contributions 

3/8, 1/8, 5/15 and 3/16 
• 2 males sum to ½ and the two females sum to ½

Then estimate of ∆F attributed to that generation is

If population in a steady state:

- expect approximately the same answer every generation

- average over generations expected to be : ∆F

Importance of relationship ∆F= ¼Σri
2

� Apply to both selected and unselected populations

� It relates ∆F to terms in the relationship (A) matrix

� Predictive forms can be developed from the relationship

� It is an approximation, but the proportional error (an 

underestimate) is same order as previously developed for 

unselected populations
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� Woolliams (1998):

− showed rates of inbreeding are related to 

squared expected long - term genetic 

contributions, 

making a prediction of the variance 

of long term genetic contributions 

redundant

(long-term) genetic contribution of an ancestor is predicted by 
regression on its breeding value: ß describe 

- selective advantage influences the selection 

decisions in the offspring generation

- selective advantage is inherited, i.e. it has an 

influence beyond the offspring generation
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Two mechanisms to enable predictions

1- better parents have on average more 

offspring that are selected as parents

2- the selected offspring of better parents are 

on average better which also affect the 

genetic contributions

regression model to predict 

Long-term Contribution

E(r): expected contribution given tBV of an individual

α : contribution of an individual with an average BV

β : increase of the contribution of parents with higher BV

Next step, calculate square of expected contributions

E(r)2 =α 2 + β 2σ A
2 (1− kρ 2)

E(r)2 = the square of the expected contributions

E(r2) = the expectation of the squared (actual) contribution

So far used E(r)2, 

but in fact, need to calculate E(r2)

under certain conditions E(r2) = 2E(r)2

Above theory shows that selection strategies that increase 

the variance of contributions among parents lead to 

higher rates of inbreeding
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In complex breeding programs, expected rate of 

inbreeding under random mating of selected animals 

is sum of squared expected genetic contributions:

Genetic Contributions & 

Predict the Rate of Genetic Gain

Breeding Programs with 

Controls on Inbreeding
Short-term response maximized by (∆G = i r σg) :

- select on BLUP EBV -> maximum r

- select only the best individuals – maximize

But this may not maximize long(er)-term response 

because of higher rates of inbreeding

Strategies to control inbreeding

• Mate selected parents to inbreeding 

of progeny is minim.

- has limited effect on long-term rates of inbreeding

• Select more animals 

- increase population size => increased costs

- reduce intensity=>reduced (short-term) response
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Strategies to control inbreeding

• Reduce probability of co-selection of relatives

- restrict selection of relatives (e.g. 1/full-sib family)

- increase h2 in genetic evaluation 

(affects both pedigree and progeny info)

- decrease weight on pedigree information

- control the average relationship in selected parents

- cost factor on average relationship 

- constraint on average relationship 

• Introduce outside genetics

Example:

Objective = max. Res. with constraint on inbreeding

Parameters to optimize:
• Population size
• Nr. of sires and dams to select
• Selection criterion to use (family info.)
• Mating strategy

Population size = 200
Maximize average response from 5 – 20 gen. 

by optimizing:
# sires selected
# dams/sire
weight on family vs. own performance
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� Lactation records and relationship 
matrix are adjusted for inbreeding

� Evaluations are adjusted for 
expected future inbreeding

� Expected future inbreeding is half 
the relationship of the animal to 
600 recent cows
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Ten most highly related Holstein sires 
to cows in Aug 2005

inbreeding coefficient calculated to 1960 base

Name BYR Bull F Past F Exp. F

TO-MAR BLACKSTAR-ET 1983 4.7 3.9 7.9

ROUND OAK RAG APPLE ELEVATION 1965 0.0 1.2 7.6

PAWNEE FARM ARLINDA CHIEF 1962 0.0 0.3 7.4

MJR BLACKSTAR EMORY-ET 1989 4.3 4.7 7.1

WA-DEL RC MATT-ET 1989 4.5 4.9 7.0

CAL-CLARK BOARD CHAIRMAN 1976 1.6 3.0 6.9

KED JUROR-ET 1990 4.5 5.1 6.9

S-W-D VALIANT 1973 0.0 1.1 6.8

RICECREST EMERSON-ET 1994 5.0 5.4 6.8

WALKWAY CHIEF MARK 1978 0.0 2.7 6.6

What can be done about 
inbreeding?

� When breeding a cow, use an 
unrelated sire

� Progeny of a highly inbred cow will 
not be inbred if she and the mating 
sire have no common ancestors

Is this practical?

� Usually, no

� Intensive selection has led to rising 
levels of inbreeding

� Popular sires are likely to be 
related to many cows

S.Ansari-MahyariInbreeding 

Holstein Inbreeding
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What are mating programs?

� Computer programs that recommend a service 
sire for a cow

� The more pedigree data they have, the better 
recommendations they can make

� Use of a mate that will cause higher inbreeding 
in the calf is justified if the superiority in PTA 
exceeds the additional inbreeding depression

Examples of mating programs

� Holstein Inbreeding Calculator

� Jersey-Mate

� Stud programs

Crossbreeding

� Mating parents of different breeds

� Provides relief from inbreeding

� Heterosis – superiority over the 
average of the parents

Average heterosis value

Milk +700 lb DPR +1.8 %

Fat +35 lb SCS +0.02 score

Protein +26 lb PL +0.3 mo
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Crossbreds in genetic evaluations

� Methods to include records of crossbreds are 
being developed

� All breeds can be included in the same 
evaluation

� Requires pedigree of crossbreds including 
parental breed

� On farm software may choke on:
− Norwegian Red

− Montbéliard

� Ranking depends on breed of mate

Conclusions

� Inbreeding reduces productivity

� Semen should be allocated to minimize 
the inbreeding of progeny

� Mating programs can be profitable

� Genetic evaluations that include 
crossbreds are coming

Other works:

� Evaluations for:
− Stillbirth

− Male fertility

− Persistency

− Disease resistance

� Changes to credit longer lactations

� Detecting abnormal distributions of calving 
ease scores

Other works:

� Parentage verification based on Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP)

− Determine the rate of parentage errors

� Using SNP to trace inheritance of chromosomal 
segments

− Potential to greatly increase accuracy of parent 
average


